Reduced parietal activation in cervical dystonia after parietal TMS interleaved with fMRI
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A B S T R A C T

Objective: Clinically normal hand movement with altered cerebral activation patterns in cervical dystonia (CD) may imply cerebral adaptation. Since impaired sensorimotor integration appears to play a role in dystonia, left superior parietal cortex modulation with repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) was employed to further challenge adaptation mechanisms reflected by changes in cerebral activation.

Methods: Seven CD patients and ten healthy controls were scanned on a 3T magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanner with 1 Hz inhibitory interleaved TMS. They executed and imagined right wrist flexion/extension movements. Each task was preceded by a 10-s period with or without TMS.

Results: The activations of both tasks after TMS in controls showed a similar pattern as found in CD without TMS, i.e., activation increases in bilateral prefrontal and posterior parietal regions during both tasks and decreases in right anterior parietal cortex during imagery (P<0.001). The activations of both tasks after TMS in CD were weaker but with a similar trend in activation changes. Only in the right angular gyrus, TMS significantly failed to induce an activation increase in CD as was seen in the controls (P<0.001).

Conclusion: The similarity between TMS effects on the distribution of cerebral activations in controls and the pattern seen in CD may support the concept that CD make use of compensatory circuitry enabling clinically normal hand movement. The fact that a similar but weaker TMS effect occurred in CD could suggest that the capacity of compensation is reduced. Particularly for the right angular gyrus, this reduction was statistically significant.

© 2012 Elsevier B.V. Open access under the Elsevier OA license.

1. Introduction

Cervical dystonia (CD) is defined as a movement disorder with abnormal involuntary muscle contractions and postures of head and neck. The execution of hand movement seems clinically normal. However, we have recently demonstrated with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) that the cerebral organization underlying hand movements in CD differs from normal [1], while subtle changes in muscle contraction were also found by electromyography [2]. The association of apparent normal hand function and deviant distribution of cerebral activation might suggest a flexibility of the brain to adapt to impaired cortical function by recruiting other cortical areas to perform the desired task. This issue was further addressed in the present study.

The cause of CD is unknown, although neuroimaging studies have reported abnormal function of brain areas during task performance in dystonic body parts. Basal ganglia and prefrontal cortex were overactivated in a positron emission tomography (PET) study with joystick movement in patients with idiopathic torsion dystonia [3] and in a review of PET studies with hand movement in focal hand dystonia [4]. Two fMRI studies employing finger tapping in focal hand dystonia [5] and movement and imagery of wrist flexion/extension movements in dystonia associated with complex regional pain syndrome [6] showed underactivation in the primary sensorimotor cortex and adjacent sensorimotor-related areas. In contrast, in other fMRI and PET studies performing hand
movements in task-specific dystonia these regions were overactivated [7,8].

The parietal cortex plays an important role in the higher-order sensory processing by integrating information on (visuo)spatial perception, body scheme and proprioception in order to prepare (spatial) movement [9,10]. Changes in activation may reflect deficits in processing and integration of this sensory information. This concept is supported by various observations. A sudden deficit in sensory signaling is reflected in 5–21% of CD who had an injury in the neck prior to the onset of dystonic symptoms [11]. Changing sensory or proprioceptive feedback is demonstrated in the use of sensory tricks in CD. Performance of these maneuvers can temporarily alleviate dystonic symptoms. Interestingly, imagery of sensory tricks alone can be sufficient to modulate these sensorimotor networks and improve symptoms [12]. One might thus infer that there is a lack of sufficient sensory information processing in CD. Naumann et al. argued that adding sensory information by applying a sensory trick particularly enables antero-ventral parts of the parietal cortex, the secondary sensory areas, to temporarily switch of the dystonic drive [13]. Interestingly, in CD voxel-based morphometric structural changes have also been reported in the specific parts of the parietal cortex containing the integration of sensory information [14]. Thus, impaired sensorimotor function seems to play an important role in the aetiology of dystonia [1,15].

These widespread cerebral network changes seen in parietal, prefrontal cortices and basal ganglia in CD may seem at odds with the fact that dystonic symptoms are usually only localized in one body part, particularly in the neck, while movements in other body parts seem clinically normal. However, investigation of CD with fMRI during movement of a non-dystonic body part resulted in similar abnormal cerebral activations as during dystonic movement [1]. It was hypothesized that this association between reduced activation in movement-associated brain regions and clinically normal movement performance may imply effective compensation mechanisms in CD. The brain’s ability to adapt to new situations can be observed in clinical neurological conditions [16,17]. Another way to explore these adaptation mechanisms is to modulate neural networks with transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS). TMS is produced by a magnetic pulse that can induce an electric current in the brain. It creates an action potential in the cells that can have either a stimulatory or inhibitory effect on neural networks depending on the stimulation parameters. By applying a 1 Hz inhibitory train of pulses TMS can disrupt cerebral activity (e.g. creating a temporary virtual lesion) in order to explore the functional relevance of the targeted area and reorganization of its connected neural networks [18]. Compensational activation to TMS applied virtual lesions has been demonstrated in target areas as primary motor cortex [19], dorsal premotor regions [20] and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex [21]. Compensation also appears to occur after TMS induced modulation of the superior parietal cortex in healthy controls (HC); ‘compensatory’ increases were seen in posterior parietal and prefrontal networks during hand movement execution and imagery [22].

As similar patterns of changed activation were observed in CD and HC after TMS, a mechanism of compensation is suggested indeed. The present study aimed to investigate whether such compensation can be further challenged by TMS in CD. We expected increased activation with maintained ability to perform clinically normal movement in a non-dystonic body part. We therefore introduced movement execution and imagery tasks. Movement imagery is in the same class of neural processing as movement preparation, neural circuits required prior to movement execution are expected to be activated during movement imagery. These circuits contain precentral sulcus, prefrontal, posterior superior parietal, subcortical and cerebellar regions, while little imagery-related activity is expected in primary motor and sensory areas [1,23]. The advantage of a movement imagery task is that it enables the study of these circuits without the blurring effect of sensory feedback, as seen during movement execution [24]. In order to challenge possible compensatory networks, we chose to induce virtual TMS lesions on the superior parietal cortex. Effects of changes in activation during the motor tasks were measured directly with fMRI (interleaved TMS/fMRI [25]). The choice of the superior parietal cortex was based on fMRI studies which show underactivation in this specific area [1,5]. Further inhibition of this region with TMS might stress compensatory networks even more. These compensatory networks are assumed to contain (i) the prefrontal cortex, previously seen overactivated in CD, presumably as adaptation to impaired parietal function, and (ii) posterior parietal regions, showing adaptive increases in HC after superior parietal cortex modulation.

### 2. Materials and methods

#### 2.1. Subjects

Seven CD patients (mean age 57 ± 16 (SD), 6 females) and ten age-matched HC (mean age 53 ± 11 (SD); 8 females) were studied. Six patients had CD (one with concurrent spastic dystonic dysphonia), one had generalized dystonia (DYT1 mutation carrier negative). All patients presented with CD as leading symptom (Table 1). Subjects signed informed consent approved by the Medical University of South Carolina institutional review board. All were right-handed (Annett Handedness Scale [26]). No subject had a medical history of neurological disorders except primary dystonia. Each subject underwent one 15-min session during which the effect of interleaved TMS/fMRI was assessed.

| Table 1 |

| Subject characteristics. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Predominant dystonic movement</th>
<th>Additional symptoms</th>
<th>Treatment for dystonia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cervical dystonia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>Left laterocollis</td>
<td>Upper extremity tremor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>Right laterocollis</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Left laterocollis</td>
<td>Generalized dystonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>Left laterocollis</td>
<td>Upper extremity tremor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Right laterocollis</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>Anterocollis</td>
<td>Spasmodic dysphonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>Right laterocollis</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean ± SD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthy controls</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–10</td>
<td>8F, 2M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>53 ± 11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The time between botulinum toxin injections and MRI scan.
2.2. Behavioral task

Subjects performed both movement execution and imagery tasks to assess parietal TMS-induced activation changes in circuitry supporting higher-order motor control. Although movement imagery has been used before in neuroimaging studies [23], it remains difficult to check such task performance during MR scanning. We determined imagery performance of subjects during a visit to the clinic a few weeks prior to the start of the experiment. Recruited subjects had an average image performance based on the Vividness of Movement Imagery Questionnaire [27] and the speed of performance task. The questionnaire was based on two self-report lists that evaluate the ability to imagine several movements as done by themselves (first-person perspective) or others (third-person perspective) [28]. Although CD had a higher score on the questionnaire than controls, this difference was not significant (Table 2). In the speed of performance task, two cycles of 10 movement executions and 10 imagery movements were timed. This test showed that it took CD significantly longer to imagine 10 cycles of hand movement than controls (P = 0.013; Table 2).

During fMRI, subjects performed right-hand tasks successively in executive, imagery or rest mode. Tasks were monitored with EMG recording of the right hand. Before the experiment started, subjects practiced the tasks for 5 min. During practice, right after scanning (to evaluate the tasks during scanning) and 30 min after scanning, respectively, subjects scored the task difficulty on a 1–5 scales (impossible–normal). Both groups rated movement execution during scanning significantly harder than during practice (P = 0.037; Table 2(A)).

2.3. Experimental procedure

We used interleaved TMS/fMRI in a 3T MRI scanner (Philips, Best, the Netherlands) with specially built head coil for TMS (Nova Medical Inc., Wakefield, MA, USA). BOLD sensitive single-shot echo-planar imaging (EPI)-fMRI images were acquired continuously (repetition time (TR) = 2300 ms, FOV = 23 cm, 23 slices of 3.5 mm thickness with 64 × 64 matrix for 392 time points). The stimulation was performed using a Magstim Rapid® (The Magstim Company Ltd, Whitland, Wales, UK) with special non-ferromagnetic, figure-of-eight TMS coil. The coil was connected to an eight meter long cable and a custom filter box outside the magnet room [25]. During scanning, individual TMS pulses at an inhibitory frequency of 1 Hz and 115% of motor threshold intensity were applied over the left superior parietal cortex [Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) stereotactic space coordinates x = −24, y = −60, z = 68] in trains of 10 pulses.

2.3.1. Synchronization TMS with fMRI

The synchronization of TMS and the fMRI acquisition was determined by a pulse sent out by the MRI at the beginning of each TR period. Lab View software (National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA) picked up these pulses and maintained a pulse count. It then triggered the TMS pulse based on an event list with the TR period and the delay in milliseconds into that TR period for insertion of the TMS pulse. The TR period was 2300 ms divided into 23 slices scanned at 100 ms intervals. In order to prevent the firing of the TMS pulse during the fMRI acquisition radio frequency excitation pulse, the TMS pulses were always inserted 19 ms after the start of a 100 ms slice acquisition period. Each series of TMS pulses consisted of a train of 10 pulses, one each second, at 1 Hz frequency. For example, if the first TMS came at 19 ms into the first TR, the second pulse would come at 1019 ms, the third at 2019 ms, and the fourth at 3019 ms, or 3019–2300 = 719 ms into the second TR. Despite the firing of the TMS so that it missed the radio frequency excitation pulses, the after-effects of the pulse sometimes resulted in partial compromising of the slice currently being acquired. By either increasing the TR, or reducing the number of slices we could have made the slice acquisition interval long enough to insert the TMS pulse without compromising those images, but that would have made either the scan too long or would have forced us to use slices that were too thick.

To position and fixate the TMS coil inside the MRI head coil a TMS/MRI holder was designed [29]. This device allowed the operator to manually move the TMS coil in 6 scaled degrees of freedom to a point on the subject’s scalp and set its orientation so as to stimulate the selected target in the cortex. The MNI normalization space coordinates for the target [left superior parietal cortex, x = −24, y = −60, z = 68] were based on results from a pilot study [1]. Before positioning of the coil, all subjects underwent a T1-weighted anatomical scan (TR = 8.04 ms, FOV = 25.6 cm × 25.6 cm × 16 cm, 160 slices of 1 mm thickness). This scan was loaded into a MRI-guided positioning software package and fitted on a MNI template. The software placed the MNI target coordinates as a virtual marker on the scalp in the anatomical images. The resulting images with the marker were retitled on the subjects anatomical scan followed by the computing of the TMS/fMRI holder settings needed to position the coil over the actual target area for stimulation [29].

2.3.2. Data pre-processing

The interleaved TMS/fMRI set-up resulted in two forms of image compromises. The first compromise is due to a short TR during which the effects of the TMS pulse did not have time to dissipate. This is consistent in all subjects since paradigm and synchronization are not changed during the experiment. The second compromise is due to the occasional and somewhat variable leakage of current from the Magstim TMS generator. This leakage caused
additional scan compromises not related to the firing of the TMS. During the pre-processing of the data, compromised images were identified and replaced. First, all images underwent pre-processing alignment. This resulted in a plot of alignment correction as a function of MRI image volume. Compromised slices showed large alignment shifts because of their abrupt changes in image intensity. The mask file of each slice that showed large alignment shifts was visually inspected to ensure that slices with movement artifacts were not mistaken for compromised slices by TMS. If a slice was compromised by TMS, a partial blackening of the mask was seen on the left parietal area. The set with identified compromised slices was loaded into a pre-processing batch file created in MATLAB 6.5 (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA) and running in SPM2 (Wellcome Dept. Cognitive Neurology, London, UK). It removed the compromised slices and replaced them with an average of the corresponding slices before and after the compromised slice. A visual check of the volume of interest time series was performed afterwards to ascertain that no large negative numbers, related to compromised slices, were still present. This pre-processed data set was then loaded in SPM2 for final processing containing final image alignment, transformation into standard stereotactic space (MNI template), smoothing (6 mm × 6 mm × 6 mm) and statistical analysis.

2.4. Statistical analysis

A first-level analysis with one-sample t-test was used for initial comparisons. First, basic cerebral activation patterns were determined by comparing each condition (execution, imagery) without preceding TMS with the rest period without preceding TMS (e.g. execution without TMS vs rest without TMS). Second, assessment of changes in cerebral activity after TMS was done by comparison of each condition after TMS to the same condition without TMS (e.g. execution after TMS vs execution without TMS). Statistical significance was set at P < 0.001 (voxel height response), with cluster size above 8 voxels and cluster-level correction of P < 0.05. A second-level analysis was performed with a two-sided t-test to (i) compare the task without preceding TMS vs rest without preceding TMS in HC and CD (e.g. execution without TMS vs execution without TMS) and (ii) compare in a similar way the effects of preceding TMS per task in each group vs the TMS effects in the other group (e.g. execution after TMS vs execution without TMS in CD). For assessment of statistical significance the analysis included a threshold of P < 0.001 (voxel height response), with cluster size above 8 voxels and cluster-level correction of P < 0.05. Additionally, a relaxed threshold (further called subthreshold) of P < 0.01 voxel height response threshold (P < 0.05 cluster corrected) was applied in order to determine the extension of significant foci as well as to assess expected trends in activation changes. These trends may show more prominently the regional extension of putative compensation mechanisms in both HC and CD after TMS-induced virtual lesioning of the left superior parietal cortex.

3. Results

None of the subjects reported side-effects of the experiment apart from slight head discomfort due to pressure of the TMS coil. CD patients did not notice any changes in their dystonic symptoms.
With the help of padding around the head, subjects had no difficulty maintaining a neutral head position.

3.1. Task performance without preceding TMS

The results of HC are reported elsewhere [22] and summarized in Figs. 1 and 2 left upper corner.

Movement imagery (vs rest without preceding TMS). The distribution of imagery-related activations in CD was dominated by right prefrontal and left cingulate gyrus activation. Right-sided cerebellum and left-sided thalamus activation was also present in CD (Table 3). Formal comparison between the two subject groups did not reveal significant activation differences. Subthreshold decreased activations in CD were distributed over the sensorimotor cortex, extending in the premotor and inferior parietal cortex (Fig. 1A). Subthreshold increases of activation in CD included antero-lateral prefrontal cortices and right posterior parietal cortex ($P < 0.01$) (Fig. 1A).

Movement execution (vs rest without preceding TMS). CD presented a pattern of activations that was dominated by bilateral prefrontal activations including cingulate gyrus, presupplementary motor area (SMA) and precentral gyrus. Subcortical activation was seen in left thalamus, parahippocampal gyrus and right white matter (bordering right middle frontal gyrus). The group comparisons confirmed this bilateral prefrontal dominance in CD at subthreshold ($P < 0.01$, Fig. 2A). Subthreshold decreased activation in CD was seen in the right anterior parietal cortex (Fig. 2A).

3.2. Task performance with preceding TMS

Movement imagery. In CD, the comparison of imagery after preceding TMS vs imagery without preceding TMS resulted in subthreshold activation increase in the left medial frontal gyrus. Additionally, a subthreshold trend of bilateral prefrontal increases was seen in CD (Fig. 1C). On subthreshold level, TMS-induced decreased activations were seen in dorsal premotor cortex, particularly the left hemisphere (Fig. 1C). A formal comparison of TMS effect on movement imagery did not reveal significant differences in activation between both groups.

Movement execution. When compared to execution of movement without preceding TMS, execution after preceding TMS in CD showed significantly enhanced activations in left inferior parietal cortex [$x = -46, y = -30, z = 46$; $Z = 4.03$]. On subthreshold level, activated areas were also found in right prefrontal cortex and precuneus (Fig. 2C). The between-group comparison of execution after preceding TMS vs execution without preceding TMS showed decreased activation in the right angular gyrus in CD [$x = 48, y = 72, z = 28$; $Z = 5.66$]. In other words, the only statistically significant difference between the TMS effects in both groups was reduced right angular gyrus activation in CD during execution.

4. Discussion

Aim of this study was to investigate whether abnormal activation patterns seen in CD during clinically normal hand movement are the result of flexible changes in cortical activation based on compensation mechanisms. The abnormal cortical activations in CD comprised subthreshold bilateral prefrontal increases and
Table 3
Task performance without preceding TMS compared to rest without preceding TMS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brain region (Brodman areas)</th>
<th>Left</th>
<th>Right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Within-group comparison cervical dystonia</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movement imagery: increased activation Frontal lobe</td>
<td>Middle frontal gyrus (BA46)</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medial frontal gyrus (BA8,6)</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cingulate gyrus (BA32)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cerebellum Anterior</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subcortical Movement imagery: decreased activation: not significant</td>
<td>Thalamus</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movement execution: increased activation Frontal lobe</td>
<td>Superior frontal gyrus (BA10)</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Middle frontal gyrus (BA9)</td>
<td>−34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Middle frontal gyrus (premotor)</td>
<td>−36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medial frontal gyrus (preSMA;BA6)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cingulate gyrus (BA32)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Precentral gyrus (BA4)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inferior frontal gyrus (BA47)</td>
<td>−30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subcortical</td>
<td>Thalamus</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parahippocampal gyrus</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Activations resulting from within-group comparisons in CD during right hand flexion/extension execution and imagery compared to rest, without preceding left superior parietal TMS. Threshold for response height at voxel-level was P < 0.001 with subsequent cluster-level correction of P < 0.05.

decreases in bilateral anterior parietal regions and SMA with significant reduction in right angular gyrus. Recently, our group found similar decreases in dystonia associated with complex regional pain syndrome [6]. Moreover, left superior parietal cortex TMS in HC resulted in significant bilateral prefrontal and posterior parietal activation increases, while decreased activation was found in the anterior parietal area during the same tasks [22]. Similarities between the activation changes in CD and HC after TMS may support the idea of compensation. Especially prefrontal and posterior parietal cortices seem to be recurrent elements of this adaptation mechanism. In the present study, we examined to what extent such compensation can be challenged. Virtual lesioning of the parietal cortex with TMS in CD showed a trend partly similar to activation changes in HC. Subthreshold bilateral prefrontal cortex activations were present, but bilateral posterior parietal cortex activations were not apparent. When comparing both groups, the right angular gyrus in the parietal region was significantly decreased in the patient group during execution after TMS. So, TMS in CD may challenge the flexibility of cerebral networks further but the resulting changes in activation were clearly less than in HC.

We hypothesize that task-related activation changes in CD may reflect compensation evoked by impaired function of the anterior parietal cortex. The brain tries to compensate the latter by extra recruitment of other regions to maintain the requested task performance. The recruitment strategy depends on vast connections between these areas and the anterior parietal cortex, along a hierarchical organization within motor control networks [30,31]. Simple movement execution tasks are coordinated in highly specialized movement related areas in and directly bordering primary motor areas. More complex movement tasks require additional input from less specialized secondary areas as ventral premotor and anterior parietal cortices to achieve adequate task accomplishment. If this input is insufficient, robust activation of tertiary areas as prefrontal and posterior parietal regions are recruited [32]. This principle of hierarchical organization has been demonstrated with TMS. Applying a virtual lesion in the primary motor region shows compensation in the dorsal premotor region [19], while a TMS lesion in the dorsal premotor region leads to compensation in cingulate motor area and SMA [20]. When TMS manipulation is targeted at remote locations from the motor cortex, such as the dorsolateral prefrontal region, the brain can still compensate the lesion with robust activation increases in prefrontal and parietal cortices respectively [21]. To further explore such region-specific involvement in compensatory mechanisms, future studies might employ TMS at various target sites during similar scanning protocols.

Comparison between groups during movement execution after TMS resulted in a significant difference in activation in the right angular gyrus. This is a novel and interesting result. The only other fMRI study in CD, performed by our own group, did not show activation changes in the angular region during movement execution in CD compared to HC [1]. Interestingly, in a writer’s cramp study with fMRI during attention for tactile stimuli, increased right intraparietal activation was seen suggesting increased awareness for sensory stimuli in this dystonia group [33]. Thus, it could be hypothesized that the awareness for movement execution was decreased after TMS. The right angular gyrus is associated with movement awareness. For each voluntary movement, the parietal cortex contains an internal representation of the desired movement (efference copy) and uses it to predict the movement to be performed and its sensory consequences (sensory feedforward model) [34,35]. Sensory feedback is necessary to correct this feedforward model, any discrepancies between this internal model and actual consequences of a movement are reflected by angular gyrus activation [36]. Discrepancies can result from lesions in the right angular gyrus, which seems to affect the neural processes to generate an efference copy. Patients with a right angular gyrus lesion can report when they start to move, but not when they first became aware of their intention to move [37]. Discrepancies may also occur by impaired feedback loops from either the moving body part or other cortical areas as the prefrontal cortex [38]. When we extrapolate this to our results, impairments in adaptive activation increases in CD after TMS could result from impaired function of right angular gyrus. As mentioned before, angular gyrus activation was not abnormal during execution and imagery of right hand movement without TMS modulation in CD [1]. It seems more reasonable that impaired feedback networks might alter adaptation processes.
addition, flawed mental motor representations derived from former improper feedback from a moving body part may not allow for a correct compensation. Nevertheless, since movement imagery seems to reflect movement preparation [24], effference copies are required for movement imagery as well [34]. It is therefore puzzling why the right angular gyrus did not show activation changes during movement imagery after TMS. While CD did show subthreshold decreased activation of the right inferior parietal region during imagery without TMS, this seems to be in contrast to earlier findings of our group [1]. We can only speculate that the group size may not be large enough to point out activation changes during imagery. It could also be that CD found the imagery task more difficult to perform, as is reflected in the extended speed of movement performance compared to HC. The task may not be robust enough to demonstrate any lack of adaptive mechanisms in CD.

We agree that both initial hypothesis and methodological issues may cause debate. The choice for the TMS target region was based on the reduced activation in the left superior parietal cortex in CD compared to HC in our fMRI study [1]. Although not a specific motor region, parietal regions are widely implicated in cerebral motor control. A downside of the paradigm, however, is that TMS on this region did not induce clinical dystonia in the hand neither in HC nor CD. In addition, direct feedback on correct positioning of TMS on the target region was lacking. Targeting a motor region for example shows jerking of the hand or changes in movement performance [18,39]. It can be asserted that the chosen region may not be strongly enough connected to the regions that were assumed to play a role in compensation strategies. However, results of our TMS/fMRI study is consistent with the literature supporting that modulation of a non-motor site is robust enough to induce remote activation changes [21,22]. Second, the patient group may have been too diverse to result in a homogenous enough effect in activation changes. Due to the small group size, large age difference, extent of dystonia, use of medication or duration of dystonia, the CD results may have generated too much noise. Third, although our task concerned performance with a non-dystonic body part, previous EMG study showed subclinical changes in muscle activation [2] and our fMRI study demonstrated significant activation changes during this particular task in CD compared to HC [1]. If modulation of cerebral activation would be imposed during movement of a dystonic body part, this might show stronger activation changes.

5. Conclusion

We speculate that the results of this study note that abnormal activation patterns seen in CD may be (partly) explained by adaptive mechanisms of the brain. Impaired anterior parietal function in CD may trigger compensatory activation increases in higher-order motor control regions in prefrontal and posterior parietal cortices in order to still perform the requested movement. Further TMS-induced modulation of the left anterior parietal region in CD might increasingly challenge these adaptive regions.
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